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"gibbous merry boxers boot boot."
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"lizard curdles, it is a science boot."
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"ripe spit silk well boot."
"unsaid lizard curdles, it is a science boot."
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"sequences unsaid lizard curdles, it is a science boot."
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"toolkit chronic the merry sequences unsaid lizard curdles, it is a
science boot."
"curdles the ripe in lips gut idle enough boot boot."
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f19 Hopping a cutting-edge
noun from the letter Pics

immersed in a hat we what togethe
dotted generations transform th Baja
autixt war malt shirts off only
Pleas before we ruin the onion witch

Washington DO recoro theh
exphansion Demo Representatix
has changed that would interconnect
raft K photograpple captid
straightforwar third floor
linchpin hotel rug over a dozen
departures littoral ministers
aest approax stigmatis spcoeties
adolsecent microcosm ideology

writing fund accumulated
soap of the mobile dice
touring wildmeat kind
fund zoo edition genii

it pays to comb back, said
the convex bilateral managers,
nations have direct keys and
properties since ancient times.



properties nations the it fund
touring soap since have convex
pays zoo wildmeat of ancient
direct bilateral comb edition
kind mobile time keys managers,
said genii dice ambassadors.

Retail Sonnet

it pays to comb back, said
the convex bilateral managers,
nations have direct keys and
properties since ancient times.

writing fund accumulated
soap of the mobile dice
touring wildmeat kind
fund zoo edition genii.

properties nations the it fund
touring soap since have convex
pays zoo wildmeat of ancient
direct bilateral comb edition

kind mobile time keys managers,
said genii dice ambassadors.

from the Online Etymology Dictionary:
retail (v.) mid-14c. "sell in small quantities or parcels," from Old French retaillier "cut back, cut
off, pare, clip, reduce, circumcise," from re- "back" (see re-) + taillier "to cut, trim" (see tailor
(n.)). Sometimes also "to deal out (information, etc.) in small quantities; hand down by report;
recount, tell over again" (1590s). Related: Retailed; retailing.retail (n.) early 15c., "sale of
commodities in small quantities or parcels or at second hand" (opposed to wholesale), from Old
French retail "piece cut off, shred, scrap, paring" (Modern French retaille), from retaillier (see
retail (v.)). The notion of the English word is "a selling by the piece." This sense is not in French,
however, and comes perhaps from cognate Italian ritaglio, which does have that sense. As an
adjective, "of or pertaining to sale at retail," c.1600.



Retail Sonnet #2

immersed in a hat we what togethe
dotted generations transform th Baja
Washington DO recoro theh
exphansion Demo Representatix
has changed that would interconnect
raft K photograpple captid
straightforwar third floor
linchpin hotel rug over a dozen
departures littoral ministers
aest approax stigmatis spcoeties
tend epistemological hole in
adolsecent microcosm ideology
autixt war malt shirts off only
Pleas before we ruin the onion witch

revolution Panel on O med boom
rarely sea Night arkong will
climar motospons gristst fa
f19 Hopping a cutting-edge
tilling telling Dangerous O
noun from the letter Pics

noun tilling f19 climar the onion witch
rarely revolution pleas from the onion witch
telling hopping motospons sea
panel the onion witch
panel telling rarely noun the onion witch
tilling revolution hopping the onion witch
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growt rendez-vous fosca landscab
the bell death celebra
due circular will perimeters
deve horizon prominent
tarp demons overlooked, new
to the square helix hoist, fair
than for the satellite.

house-chirr growt rendez-vous fosca landscab
beehive buttercup the bell death celebra
boiling The Department due circular will perimeters
welt as wheat unction curls current context,
ritual chewing deve horizon prominent
laminated client development, tarp demons overlooked, new
along Costa Rica analog toes frown to Baltimore,
to the square helix hoist, fair lungdrums panic
pervasive persistence thinner for the satellite.

ritual chewing dove horizon prominent
horse-chirr growt rendez-vous fosca landscab
beehive buttercup the belt death celebra
toiling The Department clue circular will perimeters
felt as heat unction curls current context,
laminated client development, carp demons overlooked, few
long Costa Rica analog foes flown to Baltimore,
to the square helix host, lair lungdrums manic
pervasive persistence thinker for the satellite.



melt as eat junction furls current context,
animated client envelope, harp demons overlooked, flew
lung Costa Rica analog foes flown to Baltimore,
to the square helix ghost, pair lungdrums antic
evasive resistance tinker for the satellite.
ritual hewing cove horizon prominent
hearse-chair grout rendez-vous fosca landscab
beehive buttercup the bolt breath celebra
foiling The Department glue circular still perimeters

04.17.2014

spore lime ritual hewing cove horizon
prominent hairfall sentence hearse-chair grout
rendez-vous fosca landscab tryst grove
broccoli beehive buttercup the bolt breath
celebra olive dropper gnome lake foiling
The Department glue circular still perimeters
seal cap hamburger melt as eat
junction furls current context, route-fastenings
synapse animated client envelope, harp demons
overlooked, flew Bonaparte federal hogtied lung
Costa Rica analog foes fawn to
Baltimore, scat tidal sort gremlin to
the square helix ghost, pair lungdrums
antic drifts chronic variables evasive resistance
tinker for the satellite.

tinker antic the Baltimore Costa Rica overlooked,
synapse junction seal
cap furls animated flew
analog scat square drifts



seal cap hamburger melt as eat
junction furls current context
, route-fastenings The Departm
ent glue circular still perime
ters celebra olive dropper gno
me lake foiling synapse animat
ed client envelope, harp demon
s broccoli beehive buttercup t
he bolt breath overlooked, fle
w Bonaparte federal hogtied lu
ng rendez-vous fosca land scab
tryst grove prominent hairfall
sentence hearse-chair grout Co
sta Rica analog foes fawn to t
inker for the satellite. spore
lime ritual hewing cove horizo
n Baltimore, scat tidal sort g
remlin to the square helix gho
st, pair lungdrums antic drift
s chronic variables evasive re
sistance seal junction, ent te

hat, cap seal cap hamburger
melt as eat age, face
junction furls current context care,
air, route-fastenings The Departm
farther, far ent glue circular
still perime bad, robters celebra
olive dropper gno child, much
me lake foiling synapse animat
did, red ed client envelope,
harp demon let, best s
broccoli beehive buttercup t equal,
see he bolt breath overlooked,
fle term, learn w Bonaparte
federal hogtied lu fat, if
ng rendez-vous fosca land
scab go, bag tryst grove
prominent hairfall he, how sentence



hearse-chair grout Co it,
pin sta Rica analog foes
fawn to t ice, five
inker for the satellite. spore
jam, enjoy lime ritual hewing
cove horizo kind, seek n
Baltimore, scat tidal sort g
land, coal remlin to the
square helix gho me, am
st, pair lungdrums antic drift
no, in s chronic variables
evasive re long, bring sistance
seal junction, ent te

it ys t wants ouch hat, cap seal
cap hamburger it water ells hit tis
melt as eat age, face it ys
t wants ouch junction furls current context
care, it water ells hit tis air,
route-fastenings The Departm it ys t
wants ouch farther, far ent glue circular
it water ells hit tis still perime
bad, robters celebra it ys t wants
ouch olive dropper gno child, much it
water ells hit tis me lake foiling
synapse animat it ys t wants ouch
did, red ed client envelope, it water
ells hit tis harp demon let, best
s it ys t wants ouch broccoli
beehive buttercup t equal, it water ells
hit tis see he bolt breath overlooked,
it ys t wants ouch fle term,
learn w Bonaparte it water ells hit
tis federal hogtied lu fat, if it
ys t wants ouch ng rendez-vous
fosca land it water ells hit tis
scab go, bag tryst grove it ys
t wants ouch prominent hairfall he, how
sentence it water ells hit tis hearse-chair



grout Co it, it ys t wants
ouch pin sta Rica analog foes it
water ells hit tis fawn to t
ice, five it ys t wants ouch
inker for the satellite. spore it water
ells hit tis jam, enjoy lime ritual
hewing it ys t wants ouch cove
horizo kind, seek n it water ells
hit tis Baltimore, scat tidal sort g
it ys t wants ouch land, coal
remlin to the it water ells hit
tis square helix gho me, am it
ys t wants ouch st, pair lungdrums
antic drift it water ells hit tis
no, in s chronic variables it ys
t wants ouch evasive re long, bring
sistance it water ells hit tis seal
junction, ent te bad ouch water synapse

shoe wants ouch prominent hairfall he, how
sock it water ells hit tis hearse-chair sh
oe Co it, it ys t wants s ock pin sta Rica
analog foes it shoe ells hit tis fawn to t
sock, five it ys t wants ouch shoe for the
satellite. spore it water sock hit tis jam
, enjoy lime ritual shoe it ys t wants ouc
h cove sock kind, seek n it water ells sho
e tis Baltimore, scat tidal sort g sock ys
t wants ouch land, coal shoe to the it wat
er ells hit sock square helix gho me, am i
t shoe t wants ouch st, pair lungdrums soc
k drift it water ells hit tis shoe, in s c
hronic variables it ys sock wants ouch eva
sive re long, bring shoe it water ells hit
tis seal sock, ent te bad ouch water synap
se sock ys t wants ouch hat, cap seal shoe
hamburger it water ells hit tis sock as ea
t age, face it ys shoe wants ouch junction
furls current context s ock, it water ells



hit tis air, shoe-fastenings The Departm i
t ys t sock ouch farther, far ent glue cir
cular shoe water ells hit tis still perime
sock, robters celebra it ys t wants shoe o
live dropper gno child, much it s ock ells
hit tis me lake foiling sh oe animat it ys
t wants ouch sock, red ed client envelope,
it water shoe hit tis harp demon let, best
sock it ys t wants ouch broccoli shoe butt
ercup t equal, it water ells s ock tis see
he bolt breath overlooked, shoe ys t wants
ouch fle term, sock w Bonaparte it water e
lls hit shoe federal hogtied lu fat, if it
sock t wants ouch ng rendez-vous shoe land
it water ells hit tis sock go, bag tryst g
rove it ys shoe sock oe analog sock, satel

network v contern part o beyond
betwee
by the seafront shopping relocated science.

story f through wots
in the Baltic international, hence
to inve withir the real.

eerie textures of reality if
a sort of trance-like epic fair.

tall flour cake lawns.
the ice discourse,
since the seep,
often spews
sprung ranging several express.



teeth-hat.
choreographed emotional teeth-hat.

the trilateral index managers.

uncomfortable teeth-hat challenges.

familial and teeth-hat.

implicating himself
in psychological teeth-hat comedy.

those except unable music, to
or hear even the the
curvature of the bean, the the
from by a an who by about,
we influence functions,
sometimes in,
the author of neurology at.

72 deliver sixti
about th numbers
theoretical precurse.



thread the lump which
simultaneous
during this ritual.

24 Y shhier paro forking pear H.

carrying it
said,
accidenta,
half of a mental freeway bridge,
raining in the park.

some tooth are
unfortunate in
the convenience store
dart and dirt for many mouths
then carry the confusion to K-Mart.

of beginning no
Neoism of success Neoism.

eat my vulture a fish
is a word in an eye eat
in the contents lodge
eat is in my a the
virtue works intent
lodge in a fish eye eat.



theories of m elite tand indear
uni 79 prinboo univ pap
o thix democracy th finds telegra.

obvi fon capit o olig nature who
o olig nature who capitalism
who capitalism talk of shoes
shoes the dreade arangemer in the risk.

for center the city the water
public by the handing
significantly which
by an impossible out of the private
onto the altogether.

onto the altogether theories of
m elite tand indear significantly
which uni 79 prinboo univ
pap shoes the dreade arangemer
in the risk o thix
democracy th finds telegra by
an impossible out of the
private obvi fon capit o
olig nature who public by
the handing o olig nature
who capitalism for center the
city the water who capitalism
talk of shoes



talk of shoes onto
the altogether the
ories of city thee
water who capitali
sm who capita lism
for center them el
ite tand indear si
gnificantly the ha
nding o olig natur
e which uni 79 pri
nboo univ pap shoe
s the dreade arang
emer olig nature w
ho public by in th
e risk o thix demo
cracy th finds tel
egra by an impossi
ble out of the pri
vate obvi fon capi
t o o  o o o oo oo

nboo univ pap oo oo talk of shoes onto
s the dreade capi the altogether the
emer olig nature priories of city thee
ho public by in impossi water who capitali
e risk o thix demosm who capita lism
cracy th finds thtel for center them el
egra by an wite tand indear si
ble out of the aranggnificantly the ha
vate obvi fon shoending o olig natur
t o o  o o o prie which uni 79



built the witch of gingerbread e risk
o thix demosm who capita lism
house of stand-in cracy
th finds thtel for
center them el
engendered rational
dozens
egra by
an wite tand
indear si ostensibly Keats
spent Mumbles ble out of
the aranggnificantly the ha knowing the
unaccounted laundrymat vate obvi fon
shoending o olig natur
to encounter these
little pamphlets
t
o o
o o o
prie which uni 79
goose in reality it nboo
univ pap oo oo talk of
shoes onto talking of
reciting the middle
s the
dreade
capi the
altogether the somebody
like Simply Hundreds emer
olig nature priories of city
thee this enervating game impulse ho
public by in impossi water
who capitali built o



talking pencil who as at a
sidg suspi in hint time
expectations wash business
play on the eye like also
wearing a tie
like bean-meat-six
very strange under the
surface of the same
clothes
back and forth
wiggles without a Dog

High School talking pencil who
as at a Mansion of
Spit sidg suspi in hint
time yard-sale cottage-cheese
expectations wash business Many Big
Odd n Odd play on
the eye like also peak
crunchy fingers wearing a tie
fast before the thoughtful like
bean-meat-six shearing robot-nine
very strange under the Barstool
Theater Club Oxygen surface of
the same mop-step normal-eyed
fur clothes parallel five-cat
balcony back and forth balloon-scribbling
rust-tooth wiggles without a Dog



yawn which gathers High School talking
pencil who to follo ant
tooth as at a
Mansion of civilization
rejected Spit
sidg
suspi in
hint who nor
for time yard-sale
cottage-cheese cannot be carrot
adventures expectations wash business Many Big
sharing them while shaving Odd
n Odd play on
our luck to
lunch the
eye
like also
peak much between
woven crunchy fingers wearing
a tie alongside worlds shamanic/bearded
fast before the thoughtful like tapering
fuzziest bean-meat-six shearing
robot-nine corn-smoking
geometric chickens very
strange under
the
Barstool kitchen
felt everywhere Theater
Club Oxygen surface of
disorienting humming debris the same
mop-step normal-eyed dissociative, soaring
fur clothes parallel five-cat
plant-rots personal balcony
back and forth
balloon-scribbling
inherent
heir humility
rust-tooth wiggles
without a Dog



lot of free writte to the
Dadaist lobster watch.
reac ma reao ma reap read ma
nothing but the good meatscent
of nowhere from nobody moves.
once sentence never any mist
his granular leg stuffed
into summer. tacky little
pamphlet, finish-line,
take-out Szechuan shrimp.

denizen lot of free writte to the
Rot Dadaist lobster watch.
Soft-reac ma reao ma reap read ma
torts nothing but the good meatscent
groove of nowhere from nobody moves.
cocoon once sentence never any mist
Deep his granular leg stuffed
whence into summer. tacky little
huge pamphlet, finish-line,
Dreamed take-out Szechuan shrimp.

denizen lot of free writte to the Soft
Rot Dadaist lobster watch ooze.
Soft-reac ma reao ma reap read ma clotted
torts nothing but the good meatscent voidal
groove of nowhere from nobody moves Zagreus.
cocoon once sentence never any mist downriver
Deep his granular leg stuffed loaves
whence into summer. tacky little Time-warp
huge pamphlet, finish-line, paste
Dreamed take-out Szechuan shrimp-slice.



freak denizen lot of free writte to the Soft
strict Rot Dadaist lobster watch ooze.
rite Soft-reac ma reao ma reap read ma clotted
float torts nothing but the good meatscent voidal
warp groove of nowhere from nobody moves Zagreus.
Viscid cocoon once sentence never any mist downriver
Pink Deep his granular leg stuffed loaves
hover whence into summer. tacky little Time-warp
glimmer huge pamphlet, finish-line, paste
dimensionless Dreamed take-out Szechuan shrimp-slice.

Pinks down 3rd
spine through the Rapids
rend qunward
twoon & gravo onormous

tidos slurpod oloctricol

Brain Pinks float
thru crotch-flaps
to Peace Eye,
with the Great Lake
overarching.

down seer Barque the
Glints been sun flood
deep P kosmos Eye

the FU intens never
Eye Peace likened
& clack-putty full
be Eye move the
free Eye crystal Eye.



conseed broken down seer Barque
the less messages Glints been
sun flood identities addressed deep
P kosmos Eye luxury of
cattle tidos slurpod oloctricol regional
foams Brain Pinks float detaife
documa thru crotch-flaps articul
journey to Peace Eye, world
strug with the Great Lake
glimpse undermi overarching, origina moom
the FU intens never spatial/separated
Eye Peace likened exiles strength
& clack-putty full opposition
offers be Eye move the
invisible phases free Eye crystal
Eye, muse the o Pinks
down 3rd Our produ glin
spine through the Rapids at
the goat foe rend qunward
sea & vat twoon & gravo onormous

offers be Eye move the
invi sible phases free
Eye crystal & clack-pu
tty full opposition Ey
e, muse the o Pinks Ey
e Peace likened exiles
stre ngth down 3rd Our
produ glin the FU inte
ns never spatial/separ
ated spine through the
Rapids at glimpse unde
rmi overarching, origi
na moom the goat foe r
end qunward strug with
the Great Lake sea & v
at twoon & gravo onorm
ous journey to Peace E
ye, world conseed brok



en down seer Barque do
cuma thru crotch-flaps
articul the less messa
ges Gl ints been foams
Brain Pinks float deta
ife sun flood identiti
es addressed deep P ko
smos Eye luxury of cat
tle tidos slurpod oloc
tricol regional offers

04.18.2014

rat substance offers be Eye
move the dopamine reinforces invi
sible phases free ventral addicted
tricol regional offers orgasm mechanism
Eye crystal & clack-pu
turning dogma tty full opposition
Ey common fact tle tidos
slurpod oloc wanker shrink e,
muse the o Pinks Ey
gone my e Peace likened
exiles frog understand smos Eye
luxury of cat getting porn
stre ngth down 3rd Our
wanker dried produ glin the
FU inte with compare es
addressed deep P ko soon
sexual ns never spatial/separ
2003 sort ated spine through
the age endorphin ife sun
flood identiti almost sold Rapids
at glimpse unde tangible porn
Brain Pinks float deta page
funny rmi overarching, origi sex
neuroscience ges Gl ints been



foams nipple exposed na moom
the goat foe r wading
fact articul the less messa
orifices granny end qunward strug
with world collaborated cuma thru
crotch-flaps yea a-z
the Great Lake sea &
v pigs intending at twoon
& gravo onorm straight off
en down seer Barque do
loads watching ous journey to
Peace E deeper god ye,
world conseed brok rat move

Retail Sonnet #3

face ur worms is clear. alarmingly
comp employees repercussion does
p di ta outsi request clim reco
mandates or not. from formal other
glitch glue cardboard improvised
boxes performand luct sensory
lamp against tall theatrical
thoughts, the festi of interna
innovative, fishing habits in
littoral communities. the norms of
the thirteenth impetus. non-capita
list rules rethink the negative
expression of autonomous experiments.
the broken locu multifunctic reassemb



Retail Sonnet #4

reassemb ur worms is clear.
experiments employees repercussion
negative di ta outsi request clim
non-capita or not. from
of glue cardboard improvised
in performand luct
interna against tall
theatrical, the festi of
sensory, fishing habits
other communities. the norms
formal thirteenth impetus.
reco rules rethink the
does of autonomous
alarmingly broken locu multifunctic

embroidered with jazz circulated
anonymous anonymous

converge anti-constructed currents

the reflux collateral managers.

embroidered with jazz circulated
anonymous anonymous
adverb and shiver the contexts
converge anti-constructed currents
broken wrestler around beekeepers
the reflux collateral managers.



embroidered with jazz circulated
anonymous anonymous
spider receipt waking behind furniture
converge anti-constructed currents
etc ha evenings via, via
the reflux collateral managers.

embroidered with jazz circulated
anonymous anonymous
after birds stood drenched immutable
converge anti-constructed currents
seized ladders circling stairways
the reflux collateral managers.

so that the spliced muttering belches cabin.
in fact our hearts
wake brreathing what million same in blue.

cruelty.
vulgar rubble.
mollusk-split smile.

to chess maybe it rrreading bloody taste
mighty eyes
murder breathing recorder
other it.



Consequently muttering spliced belches room.
indeed, in our hearts
direct brreathing million is the same blue.

mercilessness.
Jaguari vulgar.
Mollusk-teeth to be there.

taste chess blood may be rrreading
eye can
killing recorder breathing
others.

Thus, the joint Soap chin trim upstairs.
Four okra CHACKRA, Ham rope Hrider day llama
NEITHER only direct brreathing Blue COAST

Abuse.
Chhanada Jaguari.
Molluscs - THYROID HAT their teeth.

Chase rrreading ROGT taste of the SOCCK
KHARMA GRIN
Moth killed Rekordr
Aroute lait.

So muttering spliced belches room.
Indeed, in our hearts
directly brreathing lab is the same blue.

mercilessness.
Jaguari tasteless.
Mollusk teeth requirements.

Taste of blood in chess can rrreading
eyes
recorder to breathe
others.



Thus, the binding of Soap chin to the top cut.
Chackra okra, ham string Hrider llama
Not only directly brreathing Blue Beach

Abuse.
Chhanada Jaguars.
Molluscs - a tumor HAT teeth.

Chase rrreading ROTGUT taste SOCCK
KHARMA smile
Koil Reck order
A route laws.

so that the spliced muttering belches cabin
shuffle was also in Chicago. Bo Diddley
car-roll guitan what o being a trike,
in fact our hearts war drummer Utopic ever
wake brreathing what million same in blue.

cunning tambourines cruelty.
vulgar rubble acceleration.
propulsive mollusk-split smile.

to chess maybe it rrreading bloody taste
was nothing like the beat, timeless
mighty eyes, said to himself, unleash
murder breathing recorder Bo D hot Bo D
other it also Bo Diddley.

long pagan springtime
was the renaissance,
body and nothing.



nothing, long pagan
renaissance, was the
springtime body and

and long springtime
pagan was renaissance,
the body nothing.

long was body
pagan the and
springtime renaissance, nothing.

long was body
and the pagan
nothing, renaissance, springtime

EASTER EAST
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ASTER E AST
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E ASTER EASTER EER EASTER E
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STER EER EASTER EE ASTER EA
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TEASTER EASTASTERE ASTEASTE

TEASTER EASTASTERE ASTEASTE
TEASTER EASTASTERE ASTEASTE
TEASTER EASTASTERE ASTEASTE
TEASTER EASTASTERE ASTEASTE
TEASTER EASTASTERE ASTEASTE
TEASTER EASTASTERE ASTEASTE
TEASTER EASTASTERE ASTEASTE
TEASTER EASTASTERE ASTEASTE
TEASTER EASTASTERE ASTEASTE
TEASTER EASTASTERE ASTEASTE
TEASTER EASTASTERE ASTEASTE
TEASTER EASTASTERE ASTEASTE
TEASTER EASTASTERE ASTEASTE



texts on resist
the following
flows examined:

examined an radical p
develop m shjowca
forth 36 gathere, 50
act, four w
in we new few Chair;

ratl ex-spit
eloquent half-opened
g;

the last person on
earth manages
amid portal didactic

madness.
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pox sure texts on resist
over and cheese the following
storm-stick coax flows examined:
triangle snail chart examined an radical p
on no mess emote develop m shjowca
era and wot cribs forth 36 gathere, 50
chapbook spree act, four w
shower forks future in we new few Chair;
wax immediate exceeded ratl ex-spit
pile of post eloquent half-opened
j a o c p h s e f i f f i t c w g;
variety its models the last person on



state nth committe earth manages
explicitly critid palpabl amid portal didactic
publicatior expo the frogx invent madness.

chapbook spree act, four w
shower forks fut ure in we
new few Chair; era and wot
cribs forth 36 gathere, 50
wax immediate exceeded rat
l ex-spit on no mess emote
dev elop m shjowca pile of
post eloquent half-op ened
j a o c p h s e f i f f it
c w g; triangle snail char
t examined an radical p va
riety its mod els the last
person on state nth commit
te earth manages explicitl
y critid palpabl amid port
al didactic publicatior ex
po the frogx invent madnes
s pox sure texts on resist
over and cheese the follow
ing storm-stick coax flows
examined chapbook shower n

simult is our o chapbook spree act, four w
turn to anemic, and asemic, kicking agains
t freeing feeling, impulses naked constant
examined chapbook shower non dorts soon ob
scene shower forks fut ure in we mystid al
thou grasp new few Chair; era and wot rest
rai first syl cribs forth 36 gathere, 50 n
ecropastoral gurlesque atrocity kits ching
storm-stick coax flows poer radio kitscl w



ax immediate exceeded rat dissolve nervous
ly ultimate over and cheese the follow hel
lmouse gathered transp lex-spit on no mess
emote self-punch eye-gut gaspox sure texts
on resist bunny-axis studded dev elop m sh
jowca pile of poemetry delicious/delirious
the frogx inv ent madnes forl viz appinque
post eloquent half-op ened vale snapshot f
lattens didactic publicatior ex je ae oe c
e pe he se ee fe ie fe fe iete thrown abou
t lean slosh ce we ge; triangle snail char
throb around severed wet examined an radic
al p va pomegranates inside riety its mode
ls the last fusillade/frequencies person o
n state nth commit buttonholte earth manag
es explicitl sky loops filtration critid p
alpabl amid port simultan torn at examined

three their own o six networks
american o expos consu read
publicat softwar audio-5 at
facts react m to realr chance
a knovv independe the o corpo
or w copies clarl such II ti
audiozines toe was ex luna
happened exan historic 0s and
leap-eye hook folk at hat
sense what in b as did subterr

sense-leap happened
what-eye exan
in hook historic
b folk 0s as at and



three instructional their own o six networks
american clinic o expos consu read
publicat manager softwar audio-5 at
facts university react m to realr chance
a systems knovv independe the o corpo
or Oregon w copies clarl such II ti
audiozines analyst toe was ex luna
happened administrator exan historic 0s and
leap-eye nurse hook folk at hat
sense research what in b as did subterr

three instructional their own o six eureka networks
american clinic o expos consu popular read
publicat manager softwar audio-5 mathematical at
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constellations what kind of love is this?
thematic what kind of
this love is this?
in a collage what kind
of music language of love
and images is this?
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many of
working-class love
three years is
the the and work with this?

construct constellations what kind of love is this?
convinced thematic what kind of
constraints this love is this?
construe in a collage what kind
of architecture of music language of love
cliches and stereotypes and images is this?
ecological and philosophical hundred what
sensory experiments anticipating situations kind
initiating new many of
in the form of a manifesto working-class love
labyrinth of three years is
centuries-old the the and work with this?
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gradual polyester lexicon.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

12:59 PM (0 minutes ago)
to Bill Beamer  <billybobbeamer@aol.com>
the only reason this exhibit exists
and the only reason anyone has ever heard about it
is because james franco is a celebrity

if it is about anything, it is about how celebrity works in our
culture

it isn't about art, or art history, or cindy sherman, or sexism
it isn't even about james franco

it's about us
all of us
it's about our relationship with celebrity

ample opporx migrat leaps
20 under this to
escape international theorists.

the same name
at various adventur
applied meticulous knives.
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midnight bathroom managers chain
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impetus blending bodies reveals
immediate doors culled sense
thematic commercial private pianos
lesser-interpretive teeming
fictions eye-camper anti-conflu
since sliced octaves of everyday
life, banal tangible sharpeners,
brooding unique imperceptible,
the story of lyric-ridden obsession
, pivot pointed vocabulary reduced.

clothing alongside compax exporters collapse
midnight bathroom Replication managers chain
Bangladesh manag clot published garment
currency classic oph three-walls, habitat
reproduction impetus blending bodies reveals
immediate issue doors culled sense
thematic commercial private components pianos
Media lesser-interpretive teeming
fictions enacted eye-camper anti-conflu
since sliced participants octaves of everyday
life, banal tangible facilitated sharpeners,
questions brooding unique imperceptible,
the presentations story of lyric-ridden obsession
, pivot pointed information vocabulary reduced.



clothing alongside compax exporters collapse
, pivot pointed information vocabulary reduced,
midnight bathroom Replication managers chain
the presentations story of lyric-ridden obsession
Bangladesh manag clot published garment
questions brooding unique imperceptible,
currency classic oph three-walls, habitat
life, banal tangible facilitated sharpeners,
reproduction impetus blending bodies reveals
since sliced participants octaves of everyday
immediate issue doors culled sense
fictions enacted eye-camper anti-conflu
thematic commercial private components pianos
Media lesser-interpretive teeming

teeming alongside compax exporters
pianos pointed information vocabulary
anti-conflu bathroom Replication managers
sense presentations story of lyric-ridden
everyday manag clot published garment
reveals brooding unique
currency classic oph three-walls,
sharpeners, banal tangible facilitated
habitat impetus blending bodies
imperceptible, sliced participants octaves of
obsession issue doors culled
chain enacted eye-camper
reduced, commercial private components
collapse lesser-interpretive
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presentations fire story of lyric-ridden
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erosion majoritarian oph three-themselves walls,
storm quantitative participants octaves prohibit of
disaster pre-publication tangible revised facilitated
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participants 15 datasets
economic house bathroom
pre-publication horse erosion
majoritarian texts oph
three-oligarchy explain clot
published cobbled fire
story of poet lyric-austerity
response-spoils charlottesville empirical
exploded capital writing shrimp
paste rites modified language
eye-manage process dispersant
individuals minutes disaster
storm replied quantitative

facebook post:
Jim Leftwich
April 12 at 12:32pm

about 15 years ago a poet i knew was staying at
my house in charlottesville. i showed him some of
the texts i was writing at the time and he asked
me to explain the process i used to write them.
i told him the basics of the process and he went
off to his room to give it a try. about 30 minutes
later he came back and handed me a page of text,
saying, "so, that's all there is to it?" i replied:
"that's all there is to 30 minutes of it."
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participants this 15 datasets
economic is house bathroom
pre-publication not horse erosion
majoritarian Detroit texts oph
three-oligarchy regional explain clot
published urban cobbled fire
story of poet planners lyric-austerity
response-spoils synergies charlottesville empirical
exploded capital industrial writing shrimp
paste rites dramaturge modified language
eye-manage process determined dispersant
individuals minutes closure disaster
storm replied diverse quantitative



cautiousness participants this 15
datasets similarities economic is house
bathroom revolt storm replied diverse
quantitative instability pre-publication not
horse erosion skeptical individuals minutes
closure disaster Romanticism majoritarian Detroit
texts Orpheus apathy eye-manage
process determined dispersant contentious
three-oligarchy regional explain clot
bricks published urban cobbled fire
impedes story of poet planners
lyric-austerity discernible paste rites
dramaturge modified language cube response-spoils
synergies charlottesville empirical split exploded
capital industrial teeth writing shrimp
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quantitative instability pre-publication
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Morocco three-oligarchy regional
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disaster Romanticism majoritarian Detroit
underg-79 bloom bricks
published urban cobbled fire
dogs-in-snow impedes
cautiousness participants this 15
offices datasets similarities economic
is house rethinking eye
story of poet planners
bedrooms reconstruct lyric-austerity
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capital industrial inquiry dinner
teeth writing shrimp simplicity
process vegetables zoo zero
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quantitative instability pre-publication
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poet planners is house
rethinking eye problematize degradation
not discipline bathroom revolt
Morocco anti-capitalist three-oligarchy
regional offices datasets similarities
Hurricane economic cautiousness participants
unimaginable this 15 explain
clot bodies intentional closure
disaster Romanticism majoritarian self-dusty
Detroit dogs-collapse-in-snow
impedes underg-79 bloom
bricks diagnoses obsessed published
urban cobbled fire raw
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Chris Bidle

12:40 AM (13 hours ago)
to me
I know this is way in your past but figured i'd let you know. The owner of the joint Uptown where
we once hung out, Scott, has passed on. Heart thing. 59. bar owner, smoker. still, too young.
Gotta take care of ourselves and glad you quit smoking.

bidl;e



Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

1:27 AM (12 hours ago)
to Chris
i saw on facebook, sorry to hear, i know you guys were tight.
i remember scott, remember seeing him around a fair amount, but i can only think of twice when
i actually had any real interaction with him, both times in 86, not long before i moved back east.
i didn't really wind up at the uptown all that often.
anyway, it's odd how much memory came back, from seeing your facebook posts and thinking
about those days.

when ralph and i reconnected i remember him talking about the hedonism of those days. that's
not where i was at. i was an escapist, not a hedonist. i hated bars and i hated parties. what i
wanted was oblivion.

the 80s were rough. i really barely got through them. i don't think about them all that much. a
few years ago i started to make a collection of poems i wrote while i was living in sf. it was titled
Blackout Drinking and The Suicide Notes. i abandoned the project. once was enough for all that
miserable shit.

back in the late 80s - early 90s i burned almost all of my writings in the woodstove. i don't know
now why i kept any of them.

so. yeah. fuck.
death and memory.
fuck.

Amiri Baraka

Ancient Music

The main thing
to be against
is Death!

Everything Else
is a
Chump!

1969



Chris Bidle

1:41 AM (12 hours ago)
to me
Dig, Jim. A lot to absorb. Gdtw hairamonious bereft ceremony. Good to be in touch again.

Thursday -- 4.24.14 -- Living Communism -- Discussion & Dinner -- Week 18

Sixteen Beaver4:54 AM (9 hours ago)
Thursday -- 4.24.14 -- Living Communism -- Discussion & Dinner -- Week 18 CON...
Tomislav Butkovic1:04 PM (1 hour ago)
2014-04-23 4:54 UTC−04:00, Sixteen Beaver <lists@16beavergroup.org>:

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

1:09 PM (59 minutes ago)
to Tomislav, julian, Olchar, Warren, Tif, Aaron, Amy, reid, Ida
yep, was chewing on this this morning...
Tomislav Butkovic1:49 PM (19 minutes ago)
The suggested readings are great. So far: Duke Grad students collectivizing g...

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

1:57 PM (11 minutes ago)
to Tomislav, julian, Olchar, Warren, Tif, Aaron, Amy, reid, Ida
Theory: "On the one hand, we want to live communism; on the other, to spread
anarchy."    http://umfnyc.files.wordpress.com/2013/12/proposition-vi.pdf

&

Practice: Come to Roanoke, stay with us.
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